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Game Summary
A Slender’s Lullaby is a 2 player multiplayer stealth game in third person view, where one
player plays as Slender Man and the other as the Guards.

Slender Man is jealous of happy families with their children. So the Slender Man player
must sneak into a house in each level to find the child and successfully kidnap it from its
family.

In or around the house in each level there are 3 guards, who protect the child. The guard
player can take control over one guard and switch between them, to defend the innocent
sleeping child and prevent the kidnapping.

The guards have a gun and a certain amount of ammo. They can shoot and kill Slender
Man. They also have locks, monitoring cameras and traps in their inventory to lock some
doors of the house, see Slender Man even if he is invisible and hold him for some seconds
in the trap.

On the other hand, Slender Man has 3 abilities to defend himself: He can turn invisible,
stun the guards by fearing them and turn himself smaller and bigger. In Slender Man’s
inventory he has lockpicks to unlock the locked doors and screwdrivers to destroy the
monitoring cameras. Additionally, he can kidnap the kid and steal valuable things from the
house.

The game has 3 levels. After each level, the player can buy things for the next level in the
shop with collected money. For each completed level they also get a certain amount of
score. At the end of the game the player with the most score has won. The money will be
added to the score.

Changes Since Alpha Release Report

New Models and Camera View
Our game first started with a first-person camera setup. We didn’t use inverse kinematics
for the character models, instead, we made the model bend with the camera orientation as
a simpler solution. But this led to a new problem: the camera bended with the character
model, which would make the camera interpenetrate the walls and see through the walls.
For a stealth game, this problem is fatal. To fix this, the Cinemachine package of Unity was
used.
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The Cinemachine gave us a solution to avoid interpenetration with colliders and a powerful
way of controlling the camera view. And to widen the sight of the players, a third person
camera is then applied.

Still, without using IK (Inverse kinematics), we let the model bend with the aiming direction.
But with a third person camera, no interpenetration occurs anymore.

Also, we used a new set of models of our characters. The older version of models does not
have arms and legs, which was for avoiding weird looking animation because they are not
of normal human scale. This works well for the guard, but for the slender man, the hands
and feet were floating far from the torso, which also looked weird. The new version models

have full body parts and the scale is adjusted as close as possible to the human body. They
are not functionally better but more of eye candies.

Old Slender Man & guard model New Slender Man & guard model

Footstep Sound Effect
Before we had only sound effects for some UI interactions and shooting. The shooting
sound indicates that an AI Guards has found Slender Man. Now all the characters produce
footstep sounds for estimating the other player’s location. Guards and Slender Man have
different footstep sounds for distinction.

UI, Usability and Controls
We improved the visuals of the UI.  We changed the colors of the items from black to pastel
colors. It now matches the design of the heart and gun icon and their visibility on the
screen is increased. The valuable and kid icons were changed to match the style of the
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other item icons. Therefore the opaque diamond icon is changed to transparent diamond
icon and the kid icon is changed to a teddy bear icon .

Old item icon colors (Guard) New item icon colors (Guard)

Old item colors and icons (Slender Man)           New item colors and icons (Slender Man)

At the beginning, Slender Man uses 1, 2 number keys to perform abilities, while the Guards
use Y, C, etc. for placing traps and cameras. To make the control more intuitive and
symmetric, finally we let both players use 1, 2 number keys to play their specialities.

When transferred to third person setup, an aiming mechanism was applied. Players are
asked to hold the right mouse button for almost all the operations. It was proven
inconvenient and not intuitive. We removed the aiming and fell back to the original setup.

A settings button was designed very early during the development. As we don’t have many
things for players to configure and we didn’t have enough time for this minor feature, we
decided to remove it.
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New features

Hit Feedback
In the test stage, testers expressed their wish to have a hit feedback for both players. Then
we added a damage popup for both players: A number standing for the damage amount of
constant size will appear at the position where the slender man is hit.

Hit-Slender Man-feedback coming out of Slender Man

Loading Screen
When starting a game, a loading screen is added to make sure both players start the game
at the same time (otherwise the host will always start the game earlier). The game timer is
also synchronized to make sure both players start and end the game at the same time.

Lags and Motion Sickness
To prevent lags and counter motion sickness we turned the complex mesh colliders of
some models into primitive box or capsule colliders.

Complex geometry colliders Simple geometry colliders
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Doors
The doors were the most frequent problem mentioned by our testers. Asides from the
already mentioned unintuitive controls to open and close them, they caused many other
problems and inconveniences.

When you open a door that opens towards you, it will push you away, so you often end up
between the door and a wall and have to maneuver out. This is already very annoying for
players, but it also practically kills the AI, because the NavMesh agent doesn’t update the
path after being pushed away and tries to walk through the door.

After testing a bit, we found that disabling the door collider during the opening animation
was the best solution. So when you open it now, the door will phase through the player or
AI and never bother anyone.

Satisfied Thief (More Valuables)
Some of our testers wanted to steal more things than the two big golden spheres that we
had. Thus, we added some other valuables and gave them a correspondent value:

Buddha 300$ Giant fox plushie 90$
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Cat Ripper 150$ Dog statue 20$

Balancing and Score
The game in its previous state favored Slender Man, but the score system favored the
guards. We adjusted some cooldown timers, prices in the shop and score incomes to be
more balanced, but to find a good equilibrium point, we need another playtesting session.

A major change however was that Slender Man’s abilities now cost money instead of score.
The testers found his items not that useful, so they didn’t really use their money at all and
the score price for upgrading abilities was too punishing. Also, to give a reason for Slender
Man to collect valuables on the final level, his money will be converted into score, but
doesn’t influence it by a large margin.

Endscreen to Main Menu Bug
After the game is finished and shows the endscreen with the winner, the players are still
connected to each other. The only option they have is going back to the main menu.
However, if the host leaves first, the client will lose the connection and his game will freeze.
We fixed it by disconnecting both players automatically during the endscreen.

Loading Screen
When a scene change happens, the host will always finish loading first and the client
shortly after. Depending on the ping and computer performance, this “shortly after” might
turn into several seconds, during which the host can already start moving and the timer is
counting down, while the second player is not even present. To address this, we created a
loading screen that will show until both players are ready.
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Personal Impression of the course

1. What was the biggest technical difficulty during the project?
Since it was the first time for us implementing a multiplayer game, this was definitely the
biggest challenge. As we expected, learning how the networking works and how to
synchronize objects and actions between players properly took the most time. The
challenge was increased due to our asymmetrical multiplayer, since both players have little
in common.

An honorable mention goes to the doors. We were not expecting them to cause so many
problems, like animation, collision, synchronization and AI pathing bugs.

2. What was your impression of working with the theme?
This year’s theme seemed to be more restricting than the previous themes, because
Slender Man has a certain association to his character. Also all 3 team members of our
group have heard of Slender Man before, but never played any of his games or seen a
movie.

Slender Man is perceived as a horror character and an immortal evil creature that you have
to escape from. So, we set ourselves a challenge to create a game that deviates from this
stereotype and intrigues the player to play. We think we have accomplished this goal.

3. How well did the initial design ideas materialize into the final game?
Almost all aspects of our original ideas have been materialized except the daytime planning
phase and the map for the guards.

4. Were you able to follow your development schedule, or did you deviate
significantly from it?
We met regularly to discuss our progress and see what is working and what is missing, so
we adjusted our prioritization. This resulted in a deviation from the schedule.

5. How did the different elements of the project structure (development schedule,
prototype, playtesting, etc.) contribute to or hinder your progress?
The development schedule helped us to identify important tasks until the next milestone
and all team members knew what to work on. The prototype showed us how players would
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actually behave in the game and even though it was not a perfect representation, we
learned a lot and could address some issues early on.

Receiving feedback from testers was at first scary, because we as developers knew too
much about our game and had no idea how first time players would behave and if they
would like it. It was very encouraging to hear that they had lots of fun playing. With their
help we also were able to find some bugs and improve the user interface and controls to
be more intuitive.

6. Did you meet your expectations?
Yes, we are very content about the things we have achieved as a group of 3 in this small
amount of time. It’s a fun game :)

7. Are you happy and proud of the game?
We are very happy and proud of our 2P multiplayer game.

8. Do you feel there was not enough time or that the schedule was too compressed?
Yes… With a fourth team member the game may have looked more polished, as we did not
have time to focus on art or sound effects.


